SoftShield Corvette Cover 2-Year Warranty
Get the best of both worlds with the
SoftShield Corvette Cover from Corvette
America. The SoftShield Cover combines
the outdoor protection of the MaxTech
Cover with the paint-pampering qualities
of our Premium Flannel Cover.
SoftShield’s three outer layers are made
of the same UV-treated polypropylene
material that makes our MaxTech Cover
so durable. The inner fourth layer is made
of soft polyester nap that protects your
car’s finish with a gentle touch. SoftShield
repels dirt and pollutants while remaining
breathable.
SoftShield also features front and rear
elastic hems, custom fit mirror pockets
and non-scratch tie-down grommets.
Includes a storage bag, tie-down cable
and cable lock.

Inside

Outside

23562 1968-1982 SoftShield Cover.................................. $13999

The Wall Corvette Cover 2-Year Warranty
Keep your Vette safe from
the elements and free of
debris while it’s parked
outside.
The Wall utilizes an advanced three-layer design
that stands up feature for
feature with pricier covers, but costs less.
The Wall Cover is tailored
to fit your C3 with an
elasticized hem and deep
mirror pockets.
Includes a storage bag,
cable and cable lock.
X2162 1968-1982 The Wall Cover............................................. $9999

EconoTech Corvette Cover 1-Year Warranty
EconoTech protects
your C3 Corvette with a
revolutionary single-layer
material that remains
breathable while it
repels water and dirt.
With its elasticized hem
and mirror pockets,
EconoTech is one of the
finest, budget-priced
covers ever made.
A storage bag is
included.
21536 1968-1982 EconoTech Cover........................................... $4999
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800-458-3475

Available in Gray or Tan!

Premium Flannel Corvette Cover 3-Year Warranty
Corvette America’s Premium Flannel Cover pampers your Corvette in a
thick, double-napped layer of superior protection. Premium Flannel is 100%
breathable and mildew resistant with mirror pockets for a great fit.
Available in Tan or Gray. Includes a FREE storage bag.

43122

GRAY

4017

TAN

1968-1982 Premium Flannel Cover...........................$12999

MaxTech Corvette Cover 2-Year Warranty
MaxTech provides strong outdoor protection at a great price, making it our
most popular outdoor car cover.
MaxTech features four layers of protection, front and rear elastic, custom fit
mirror pockets and non-scratch tie-down grommets. It blocks out moisture,
dirt and pollutants while allowing air to pass through.
Comes with a FREE storage bag, cable and cable lock.

X21558 1968-1982 MaxTech Cover...........................$8999
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